Research in contextEvidence before this studyThe pathogenesis of Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) is elusive and no effective therapy is available. It is known that neurodegeneration is the base of dementia and certain brain areas are more vulnerable in AD, but how hyperamyloidosis, the earliest pathological change and a unique etiological factor in AD, is implicated in neurodegeneration remains unclear. Some unknown mechanisms, other than hyperamyloidosis and taupathy, may contribute to the brain vulnerability and progressive neurodegeneration in AD. Certain early disease changes in AD (ie., hyperamyloidosis and synaptic damage) can be replicated in transgenic mice while many public research databases and bioinformatics methods enable the investigation of complex biological networks or signaling pathways in human disease. Integrating bioinformatics and biological methods to examine omics data from different species and disease stages may enhance the power of researchers to decipher complex mechanisms underlying neurodegeneration at a systematic level or identify potential etiological factors for AD.Added value of this studyIn this study, we systematically examined neurodegeneration-relevant factors in the vulnerable brain areas of patients of sporadic AD and transgenic mouse models. We integrated bioinformatics methods with neurobiological tools to assess and validate the functional role of a newly-identified factor in AD pathogenesis. We found that: (i) OCIAD1 is a factor associated with neurodegeneration and under regulation of multiple AD-relevant pathological changes, including Aβ/GSK3β and p53 signals; (ii) mis-regulated OCIAD1 interacts with BCL-2 and contributes to mitochondria dysfunction, neuronal susceptibility, and synaptic damage; and (iii) elevated OCIAD1 mediates the long-term impact of Aβ on cell vulnerability and synaptic caspase-3 activation.Implications of all the available evidenceOur study reveals a new role of OCIAD1 in neurodegeneration, and helps better understand the pathophysiological relationship between brain vulnerability and hyperamyloidosis in AD. This methodology has the potential to help identify therapeutic targets for other neurodegenerative diseases.Alt-text: Unlabelled box

1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) is a complex neurological disorder with pathological hallmarks of hyperamyloidosis (senile plaques), neurofibrillary tangles containing hyperphosphorylated tau, and extensive neurodegeneration in the brain [@bib0001], [@bib0002], [@bib0003]. AD pathogenesis remains elusive and no effective therapy is available \[[@bib0004],[@bib0005]\]. Neurodegeneration, including synaptic damage and neuronal loss, forms the basis of dementia in AD \[[@bib0001],[@bib0006]\], and certain brain regions are more vulnerable during disease progression [@bib0007], [@bib0008], [@bib0009]. Several pathological events are implicated in this deleterious process, including hyperamyloidosis [@bib0010], tau pathology \[[@bib0001],[@bib0009],[@bib0011],[@bib0012]\], mitochondrial dysfunction \[[@bib0013],[@bib0014]\], proteostastic disturbance [@bib0015], [@bib0016], [@bib0017], and caspase-3 activation [@bib0018].

Although Aβ-driven tau pathology plays a critical role in AD \[[@bib0012],[@bib0019],[@bib0020]\], it is not clear how hyperamyloidosis, the earliest pathological change and a unique etiological factor in AD, is implicated in neurodegeneration \[[@bib0001],[@bib0002],[@bib0011]\]. Multiple evidence shows that the distribution pattern of senile plaques in the brain does not match well with that of tau tangles or neurodegeneration during disease progression \[[@bib0002],[@bib0010], [@bib0011], [@bib0012],[@bib0021],[@bib0022]\]. In some cases, hyperamyloidosis or tau tangle formation do not concur with neurodegeneration in the brains of human or animals \[[@bib0007],[@bib0023],[@bib0024]\]. Furthermore, neuronal injury initiated by amyloid beta was much less effectively rescued by suppression of tau in transgenic mice bearing mutants of human APP and tau [@bib0025]. Indeed, experimental therapies targeting β−amyloid or tau aggregates have been poorly translated from animal models to clinical trials \[[@bib0004],[@bib0026]\], suggesting other mechanisms may contribute to the brain vulnerability and progressive neurodegeneration in AD.

Currently, no existing animal model of AD can mimic all aspects of AD, but certain early disease changes such as hyperamyloidosis and synaptic damage can be replicated in transgenic mice, including APP/PS1ΔE9 and 5xFAD mice \[[@bib0024],[@bib0027],[@bib0028]\]. Many public research databases contain large omics datasets of AD patients \[[@bib0029],[@bib0030]\], and researchers have taken advantage of the conserved genomic signals in mice and humans and applied bioinformatics methods to investigate the mechanism of AD pathogenesis [@bib0031], [@bib0032], [@bib0033], [@bib0034], [@bib0035], [@bib0036], [@bib0037], [@bib0038]. Thus, integrating bioinformatics and biological methods to examine omics data \[[@bib0039],[@bib0040]\], particularly from different species and disease stages, may enhance our power to decipher complex mechanisms underlying neurodegeneration at a systematic level or identify potential etiological factors for AD.

In this study, we deployed an integrative research strategy ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}a) to examine factors contributing to the progressive neurodegeneration in AD. We first analyzed early synaptic changes in young transgenic AD mice and gene expression profiles in vulnerable brain regions of AD patients. Then, we assessed and validated the association of a novel factor of interest to AD on multiple platforms. Lastly, we reported a mechanism by which misregulation of this factor is initiated by hyperamyloidosis and implicated in the neurodegeneration in AD.Fig. 1Comparative studies identify OCIAD1 as a common factor associated with neurodegeneration in both Tg AD mice and AD patients. **(a)** The experimental workflow implementing integrative biology to identify and evaluate the potential factor and validate its role in AD. **(b)** Synaptosomes isolated from mouse cortical cortex were characterized via electronic microscopy (EM) (upper left, Scale bar = 200 nm) and examined via 2D-DIGE and MS-MALDI/TOF (upper middle and right). Proteomics results overlapped with the differential gene expression between vulnerable brain regions (EC and HIP) and invulnerable region (VCX) from sporadic AD patients, as shown by the heatmap. OD1, OCIAD1; Red (upregulation), blue (down-regulation). **(c-d)** OD1 protein levels are changed in the synaptosome from AD mice (APP/PS1-ΔE9, **c**; \*\**P* \< 0.01 *vs*. control, student *t*-test), and in the forebrain from 5XFAD mice (**d)**, \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01 *vs*. control (*n* = 3, student *t*-test), WT, wild type; Tg, transgenic mice. 2 M, mice at age of 2 months; 4 M, mice at age of 4 months. **(e)** OD1-positive cells were visualized by IHC staining in the frontal lobe of normal subject (NC) and AD. The loss of OD1-positive cells was compared to the reduction in cortex thickness in the frontal lobe of AD (*n* = 11--30, Scale bar = 15 µm). **(f)** Increased OD1 intensity is correlated with a decreased soma size in OD1-(+) cells in the FTL of AD patient (*n* *=* 180 in Non-AD and 308 in AD group). Data are presented as mean±SEM, \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01 *vs*. Non-AD (student *t*-test). (See also **Fig. S1**).Fig. 1

2. Materials and methods {#sec0002}
========================

2.1. Experimental animal procedures {#sec0003}
-----------------------------------

Hereditary AD transgenic (Tg) mouse models APP/PS1ΔE9 (034829-JAX) [@bib0027] and 5xFAD (034848-JAX) [@bib0028], Thy1-YFP (H-line, 003782-JAX) were obtained from Jackson Laboratory (JAX lab, Bar Harbor, Maine). Mice were bred and housed in the animal facility of Houston Methodist Research Institute. All animal experiments were approved by the Houston Methodist Research Institute Committee for Animal Care and Use (IACUC0112-0005) and in compliance with NIH guidelines. Tg mice were genotyped following a protocol of JAX lab. Heterozygous APP/PS1ΔE9 mice at 2--8, and 18 months, 5xFAD and 5xFAD::Thy1-YFP at 5-months, and age-matched littermates were used.

2.2. Synapse integrity and synaptic protein profile in AD mice {#sec0004}
--------------------------------------------------------------

*S*ynapse integrity in the mouse brain was examined by transmission electronic microscopy (TEM) on the brain tissues and the synaposomes isolated from the cerebral cortex of WT and AD Tg mice (APP/PS1-ΔE9). Mouse brain tissues were prepared as described [@bib0041] except the brain punches (around 1 mm^3^) were from the temporal cortex. Synaptosomes and synaptoneurosomes were prepared as described previously [@bib0042], [@bib0043] and synaptosome pellets were processed for TEM as described [@bib0041]. Examination was performed using a JEM 1010 transmission electron microscope (JEOL, Inc. Peabody, MA, USA). Digital images were obtained using AMT Imaging System (Advanced Microscopy Techniques Corp., Danvers, MA, USA). At least ten images were randomly photographed per region and sample. Synapses in coded samples were morphologically identified per unit area and calculated in a blinded way using Image J software. The mean values of synapses were used for statistics. Synapse integrity in the mouse brain was examined biochemically by western blot analysis of the presynaptic and postsynaptic protein markers (SNAP25, PSD95) in the isolated synapotosome and synaptoneurosomes (Suppl. Table 1). Equal amounts of proteins were resolved on 4--20% sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE, Bio-Rad) and transferred to a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane using the Transblot Pack and Turbo Transfer System (Bio-Rad). The membrane was probed with primary antibodies and subsequent horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary IgGs (Suppl. Table 1). Immunoblot signals were detected using ECL kit (WBKLS0500, Millipore, Billerica, MA) on Image Quant LAS4000 system (GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA).

Synaptic protein profiles were determined by proteomics assay of synaptosomes. Synaptosomes were prepared from the cerebral cortex of WT and AD Tg mice (APP/PS1-ΔE9) [@bib0043] and sent to Applied Biomics (Hayward, CA) for 2D-DIGE. Differentially altered protein spots were selected and identified by mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF/TOF) using GPS Explorer software equipped with the MASCOT. Protein candidates were verified by western blot in synaptosomes isolated from young wild type and AD Tg mice (APP/PS1-ΔE9).

2.3. Human brain vulnerability-associated gene expression {#sec0005}
---------------------------------------------------------

The differential gene expression data were pulled from GEO datasets (GSE5281, GSE28146, GSE53890) \[[@bib0029],[@bib0030]\]. The differentially expressed genes common in two vulnerable brain regions (EC+/HIP+, AD *vs.* normal subjects, see abbreviates section) but not in the non-vulnerable brain region (VCX-, AD *vs.* normal subjects) were defined as vulnerability-relevant AD gene signatures (EC+/HIP+/VCX-) and presented as a heatmap by *R* program. The AD gene signature was then overlapped with the disease progression-associated proteins in transgenic AD mice to identify AD neurodegeneration-associated factors. Gene expression of OCIAD1 in vulnerable brain region was analyzed in 454 human normal subjects with microarray data from 19 brain sites in the database Oncomine [@bib0032]. OCIAD1 mRNA levels in the vulnerable brain sites of sporadic AD patients were examined in the two GEO datasets (GSE5281, GSE28146) and correlated with either disease severity (MMSE score) or NFT scores via Pearson correlation coefficient. Case information for GSE5281 are listed in \[Suppl. Table 2\] while human subject information for Oncomine dataset and GSE28146 can be found in publications \[[@bib0029],[@bib0032]\].

2.4. Detection of OCIAD1 protein levels in the brain {#sec0006}
----------------------------------------------------

OCIAD1 protein levels in the mouse brain and synaptosomes were determined by western blot. Five mouse brain regions were rapidly dissected from wild type and 5xFAD Tg mice, including the olfactory bulbs, hippocampus, cerebral cortex, midbrain, and cerebellum. Brain tissues were snap-frozen on dry ice and processed in 1xRIPA lysis buffer to obtain proteins as described previously \[[@bib0041],[@bib0044]\]. OCIAD1 protein in neural cells were examined in the brain by immunostaining. For immnuohistochemistry (IHC) staining, mouse sagittal brain frozen sections (12 µm) were prepared from saline-perfusion wild type mice. Postmortem human frozen brain sections for immunohistological examination were obtained from sporadic AD patient at Houston Methodist Hospital (HMH) and processed by neuropathologists at the Department of Pathology and Genomic Medicine, following approval by the Houston Methodist Research Institute IRB. Postmortem brain samples and the neuropathologic scores are as below: NIH/AA (2012) score (A3/B3/C2), Thal phase for amyloid plaques (4A3), Braak and Braak neurofibrillary tangle stage (VB3), CERAD neuritic plaque score (Moderate C2). The control was from non-demented patients with no significant AD pathology on routine pathologic examination. OCIAD1-(+) cells were visualized by using anti-OCIAD1 antibody [@bib0045] and photographed with a microscope (Olympus X). OCIAD1-(+) cells in different mouse brain areas were examined by using a Mouse Brain Altas [@bib0046]. The total number, intensity, and soma size of OCIAD1-(+) cells in the cerebral cortex (layer I-VI) of human and wild type mouse, as well as the cortex thickness were manually examined in frontal lobe of normal subject and AD patients with Image J software. Adjacent non-stained area of same size was selected as background. OCIAD1 intensity was correlated with soma size of more than 180 cells via Pearson correlation coefficient.

For immunofluoresence staining OCIAD1 in neural cells in the mouse brain, serial sagittal sections (40 µm) were prepared with a cryostat (Leica CM 1850, Germany) and followed with autofluorescence quench. Brain sections were immersed in a block solution and followed up by a free-floating immunofluorescence staining against OCIAD1 (Suppl. Table 1), then directly mounted with anti-fade medium (Polysciences, Warrington, PA). OCIAD1 intensity in brain sections were examined via Image J while control signals were recorded from an area of the same size.

2.5. Prediction of the regulatory network of OCIAD1 {#sec0007}
---------------------------------------------------

All the factors that significantly regulate gene expression of *OCIAD1* were collected from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) databases and examined in HIPPIE v2.0 [@bib0033]. Secondary interactors linking any two regulators of *OCIAD1* with reliability score higher than 0.8 were sorted while the shortest path was weighed by Dijkstra\'s algorithm. The AD-irrelevant connections were manually filtered by query records for co-citation with keywords "node A, B, Alzheimer\'s" based on the NCBI PubMed. The AD-relevant pathway was then prioritized by the number of connective edges and publication record for further verification.

2.6. Modeling hyperamyloidiosis in neuronal cells {#sec0008}
-------------------------------------------------

Three different cell models were used to mimic hyperamyloidosis in the brain: (i) mouse hippocampal HT22 neuronal cell line or primary cortical (CT) neuronal cells prepared from wild type mouse embryos were treated with synthesized Abeta 1--42 (5 µM, CP0012, Biomatik USA LLC., Wilmington, DA) for 16 hrs; (ii) primary neuronal cells with elevated levels of human APP were generated by transient transfection with plasmids encoding full length of human APP (wt or mutant); or (iii) primary hippocamppal neuronal cells were cultured from 5xFAD pups. Primary CT neurons were prepared from wild type mouse embryos at day E15-16 and cultured *in vitro* until DIV7 before treatment. For transient transfection, primary neurons were incubated for a shorter period (2 hrs) in a mixture of lipofectamine LTX/Plus reagent/plasmids (hAPPwt or APPswe, 0.5 µg per well in 12-well plate, 1.5 µg per well in 6-well plate) [@bib0044]. For preparation of primary AD hippocampal neurons, 5xFAD pups (P1) were quickly genotyped as follows: Tail tissues were placed in 50 mM NaOH solution (25 µL/each) and then heated to 95 °C for 5 min. The tubes were cooled on ice and Tris--HCl buffer (1 M) containing 10 mM EDTA (25 µL/each, pH 8.2) was added. The mixture was briefly centrifuged and the supernatant was collected for PCR using the JAX lab protocol. Hippocampus were dissected and dissociated neuronal cells were cultured *in vitro* until indicated time points for further treatment.

2.7. OCIAD1 level in neural cells under condition of aberrant proteostasis {#sec0009}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

OCIAD1 protein level in neuronal cells under condition of hyperamyloidosis was determined by dual immunofluorescence staining against OCIAD1 and APP \[[@bib0041],[@bib0044]\]. Primary and secondary antibodies are listed in Suppl. Table 1. Cells grown on coverslips were stained and mounted with DAPI-containing anti-fade medium (Polysciences, Warrington, PA). Fluorescence signals within cells, cortical neurons over-expressing hAPPwt and hAPPswe/ind, or nearby untransfected neurons were recorded by FluoView™ FV1000 Confocal Microscope (Carl Zeiss Inc., Germany). NIH Image J was used to analyze fluorescence signals and densitometry to evaluate the protein levels and neuronal morphology. OCIAD1 mRNA level under condition of hyperamyloidiosis was determined by real-time PCR. Total RNAs were extracted from primary CT neurons (DIV14) following treatments (MG-132, 10 µM; Aβ~1-42,~ 5 µM, 16 hrs), or from AD hippocampal neurons (DIV12) using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) and glycogen (50 µg/ml, AM9510, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). cDNAs were synthesized according to the manufacturer instructions and real-time PCR was performed by using an iScript One-Step RT-PCR kit (Bio-Rad 170--8892) on a C1000 Thermocycler (Bio-Rad). Average CT values for *OCIAD1* were normalized to the values for the internal control 18S *rRNA* (Suppl. Table 3) and compared between experimental groups. The protein level of OCIAD1 in neural cells was determined by western blot. Primary CT neurons (DIV14) were prepared as previous described. Following pretreatment with vehicle or anisomysin (0, 20 and 40 µM, Sigma) for 2 hrs, neurons were treated by Aβ~1-42~ (5 µM) for 16 hrs. Primary human and murine astrocytes were purchased from Lonza (Basel, Switzerland) and cultured in 6 well plates following manufactory\'s instruction until 90% confluence. Before protein harvest, cells were exposed in medium with Aβ~1-42~ (5 µM) for 16 hrs. HT22 neuronal cells (a gift from Dr. James Simpkins, West Virginia University Health Science Center) were cultured in 6-well plates, as previously described, treated with leupeptin (10 µg/mL), NH~4~Cl (50 mM), chloroquine (100 µM, Sigma, St. Louis, Mo., USA), MG-132 (10 µM, M1157, AG Scientific Inc., San Diego, CA), or vehicle for 16 hrs. The cell proteins were harvested for western assays.

2.8. Modulation on GSK3beta/CTNNB1 and p53 signals in cells {#sec0010}
-----------------------------------------------------------

To knockdown endogenous GSK3beta, HEK293 cells were treated with a mixture of RNAi-Max/DsRNAi (2--10 nM, IDT \#hs.Ri.GSK3B.13.2) following manufactory\'s protocol. To modulate GSK3beta signals, primary CT neuronal cells were cultured until DIV12 and pre-treated with GSK3beta inhibitor LiCl (0, 0.3 at 3 mM, Sigma) for 2 hrs followed by exposure of Aβ~1-42~ (5 µM, 8 hrs). To modulate CTNNB1 or p53 signals, human HEK293 cells were cultured in DMEM+10% FBS and transfected transiently with a shRNAi-β-catenin plasmid to knockdown CTNNB1, or with a mixture of RNAi-Max /siRNA (10 nM) to suppress p53 or human GSK3beta (2--10 nM). Transfected cells were maintained in original culture medium for an additional 72 hrs and then treated with drugs. Cell proteins were harvested at indicated time points for western blot assay on OCIAD1 levels.

2.9. Prediction of the function of OCIAD1 via its interaction partners {#sec0011}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The top 100 interaction partners of OCIAD1 in GeneDeck (V3.08 and V3.10) [@bib0034] and other interaction partners in Human Integrated Protein-Protein Interaction rEference (HIPPIE) and STRING databases [@bib0036] were included. Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) V6.7 was used to cluster the gene function while HIPPIE, Cytoscape, or commercial software IPA (Ingenuity, Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands) were used to generate the interaction, identify key nodes associated with mitochondria-associated cell death, and build a sub-network among those partners presented in both functional modules.

2.10. Co-localization of OCIAD1 in the mitochondria {#sec0012}
---------------------------------------------------

Dual immuofluorescence staining and laser-based confocal microscopy were used to determine the localization of OCIAD1 in the mitochondria. Mouse HT22 neuronal cells or human HEK293 cells were cultured on glass bottom dishes (35 mm, Matek, MA). HEK293 cells were transiently transfected with a DsRed-mito plasmid (1.5 µg /well) by using LTX/Plus reagent. The localization of OCIAD1 on mitochondria was determined by examination of immunofluorescence signals of OCIAD1 and SOD2, a mitochondrial protein marker [@bib0047], or immunofluorescence signals of OCIAD1 and DsRed, or by detection of OCIAD1 protein in the isolated mitochrondia from mouse brain by western blot assays. For high-throughput analysis of the co-localization of OCIAD1 on mitochondria and other colocalization signals, computerized cell segmentation and processing were applied as described previously \[[@bib0048],[@bib0049]\]. Image J co-localization Plugin was also used to validate the distribution of OCIAD1 in the mitochondria.

2.11. Genetic modulation of OCIAD1 in neuronal cells {#sec0013}
----------------------------------------------------

Three types of genetic modulations were applied to change OCIAD1 levels in neuronal cells. First, primary CT neurons (DIV12) were transiently transfected with a plasmid encoding mouse OCIAD1 and GFP, while CT neurons transfected with a plasmid encoding GFP only as control. Transfected cells were kept growing for 48 hrs before treatment. Second, HT22 neuronal cells were cultured in 6 well plates and infected with lentivirus particle containing a plasmid encoding OCIAD1 and GFP, or shRNAi targeting OCIAD1. Lentivirus was prepared per previous protocol [@bib0044] with minor modifications on the concentrations of lentivirus (5x, MOI) and polybrene (1 µg/ml). Infected cells were kept for an additional 72 hrs before treatment. Third, HT22 neuronal cells were cultured in 12-well plates and transiently transfected a plasmid via encoding OCIAD1 and puromycin selection marker for 48 hrs. Transfected cells were selected in medium containing puromycin (4 µM) for 2 weeks to generate single colonies, which were maintained in medium containing puromycin (1 µM).

2.12. Neuronal apoptosis and cell viability assays {#sec0014}
--------------------------------------------------

Primary neuronal cells were transfected with a plasmid encoding mouse *OCIAD1* with a GFP label and sequentially treated with Aβ~1-42~ (10 µM, 24 hrs). Neuronal injury was determined morphologically under microscopy by observing Hoechst 33258 dye-indicated nuclear morphology. Cell injury induced by Str (1 µM, 18 hrs) in HT22-mOD1 cell line was also determined by using a LIVE/DEAD cell viability assay kit following the manual instructions. Briefly, living and dead cells were labeled by calcein-AM (2 µM) and ethidium homodimer-1 (2 µM) respectively. The dead cells and extracellular space recorded via ImageXpress (Molecular Device, Sunnyvale, CA) in nine fields per well were determined by Image J. MTT assay was examined on a Fluostar Omega multi-microplate reader (BMG Labtec) to evaluate cell injury in HT22 cells with genetic modulation on OCIAD1, which were treated with MG-132 (20 µM, 24 hrs), staurosporine (Str, 0.2, 1, 5, 25 µM, 12 or 24 hrs), CCCP (2, 10, 50, 250 µM, 24 hrs), H~2~O~2~ (1, 5 mM, 24 hrs), or glutamate (5, 25 mM, 24 hrs). Western blot assays were used to examine apoptotic activity at indicated time windows by observing key proteins that are putatively involved in extrinsic and intrinsic apoptosis. All cytotoxcity experiments were performed in triplicate. Neurite morphology within fluorescence-labeled cortical neurons over-expressing hAPP (Wt or Mt), OCIAD1, or nearby untransfected neurons was photographed via confocal microscopy. The fluorescence intensity of OCIAD1 within the cell body and the morphology of neurites within the area of a 200 µm distance to the cell body were examined by Image J with a Sholl analysis plugin. Correlation between OCIAD1 intensity and neurite morphology was determined via Pearson statistical analysis.

2.13. Detection of mitochondrial apoptotic factor release {#sec0015}
---------------------------------------------------------

Mitochondrial and cytosolic fractions were isolated from cultured cells with a mitochondria isolation kit (Pierce Biotechnology 89874, Rockfold, IL) following the manufacturer\'s instruction. CYTC, SMAC, ENDOG were examined via western blot. Mitochondria and synaptosomes were freshly isolated following protocols mentioned previously. The slur bands containing synaptosomes and mitochondria were enriched for *in vitro* incubation assays or snap-frozen on dry ice and stored at −80 °C for protein analysis. Mitochondria isolated from the cerebral cortex of wild type mice were added (30 µg) in 1 ml of a Tyrodes salt solution (pH 7.2) and co-incubated with CCCP (10 µM), BAX, BAX/BCL-2, BAX/OCIAD1, OCIAD1, or BAX/BCL-2/OCIAD1 (3 µg each) at 37 °C for 3 hrs as previously described [@bib0050], with BSA as the control. Human proteins (hBAX, hBCL-2), and mouse OCIAD1 protein (mOD1) were generated by removing GST tag from GST fusion proteins by using Glutathione Sepharose 4B (GE Healthcare) and thrombin (5 U in PBS, 20 °C, 18 hrs). Mitochondria or synaptosome from Tg mice (APP/PS1ΔE9) were tested using same procedures in the presence or absence of OCIAD1 (3 µg). The treated mitochondria and synaptosome were collected by centrifugation (14,000 g, 15 min), and the pellets were lysed for western blot assay on CYT C and cleaved caspase-3.

2.14. Detection of mitochondrial membrane potential {#sec0016}
---------------------------------------------------

pEF1-OD1-T2A-puro vector was transfected into HT22 cells according to the aforementioned method. Cell lines stably expressing OCIAD1 (HT-OD1) and control (HT-Mock) were selected by resistance marker puromycin (4 µg/mL, 631305, Clontech Laboratories Inc. Mountain View, CA) for 2 weeks, and then verified by western blot. After treatment with Str (1 µM) or vehicle (DMSO) for 2 hrs, 4 hrs, and 6 hrs, the HT-OD1 cells and the control cells were incubated with JC-1 dye (5 μM, Life Technologies, T-3168) for 30 min at 37 °C to indicate the ΔΨm. The fluorescence signal of monomer and J-aggregate forms were recorded simultaneously by flow cytometry (BD LSR II Flow Cytometer, BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), using argon-krypton laser line (ex488/ex568 nm) and analyzed with Cellguest Software (BD Biosciences).

2.15. Protein-protein interaction assay *in vitro* {#sec0017}
--------------------------------------------------

Glutathione-S-transferase (GST) fusion human protein OCIAD1 (ag9977), BCL-2 (ag3508), and BAX (ag0576) were purchased from Proteintech Group (Chicago, IL), while GST fusion mouse OCIAD1 protein (mOD1) was purified from *E coli* BL~21~-DE~3~ cells bearing a plasmid pGEX-2T-mOD1. For GST-pulldown, GST fusion bait proteins were coupled to Glutathione sepharose B slurs (17-0756-01, GE Healthcare, PA, USA) for 1 hr at 4 °C. Mouse cortical homogenates or HEK cell lysates (200 μg) were incubated with the bait-protein-coupled beads for 2 hrs at 4 °C. Equal amounts of GST protein, beads, homeogenates, and lysates were used following the same procedures in control groups. The proteins binding with the bait-bead-complex were collected, and subjected to western blot assay. Proteins under observation included BCL-2, BCL-XL, BAX, BAD, CYTC, SMAC, PUMA, VDAC1, CAS3, CAS9, and CASP8.

2.16. Cell-based protein-protein interaction analysis {#sec0018}
-----------------------------------------------------

A CheckMate™ mammalian two-hybrid system kit (E2440, Promega) was used to determine the binding between OCIAD1 and its potential partners in cells. ORFs of the two test proteins were cloned into pACT-VP16 vector or pBIND-GAL4 vector, respectively, and then co-transfected into HEK293T cells according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. Thirty-six hours after transfection, proteins were harvested with a passive lysis buffer in a dual luciferase activity assay kit (E1910, Promega). The OCIAD1-BCL-2 interaction, OCIAD1-BAX interaction, and the effects of OCIAD1 on the BCL-2/BAX and BAX/BAX complexes were examined and positive controls were set following manual instruction while cells transfected with single gene (p*OD1,* p*Bcl-2,* p*Bax*) or dual genes (p*Bcl-2/*p*Bax,*or p*Bax/*p*Bax)* were used as internal controls in the experimental design.

2.17. Modulation of OCIAD1 on the long-term effects of Aβ on neural cell susceptibility {#sec0019}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HT22 cells were cultured as described previously and transfected with mouse OCIAD1 siRNA (10 nM, IDT, Suppl. Table 4) for 16 hrs using a Lipofectamine RNAi MAX (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer\'s instructions. The transfected cells were grown for an additional 16 hrs and then treated with Aβ (1 μM) for 16 hrs. The medium containing Aβ was replaced and cells were treated with MG-132 (20 μM), or Str (1 μM) for 12 hrs to detect caspase-3 activity via western blot assay, or 24 hrs to determine cell viability.

2.18. Detection of amyloid plaque, OCIAD1 level and dystrophic neurites in AD mouse brain {#sec0020}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For labeling amyloid plaques in the mouse brain, serial sagittal sections (40 µm) were prepared with a cryostat (Leica CM 1850, Germany) and followed with methoxy‑X04 staining after autofluorescence was quenched. Brain sections were immersed in a methoxy‑X04 solution (100 mM in 40% ethanol, pH 10, Tocris Bioscience 4920, Bristol, UK) for 10 min, rinsed briefly with tap water, and then either followed up by a free-floating immunofluorescence staining against OCIAD1 (1:500), or with mouse anti-SMI-32 (1:500, BioLegend), then directly mounted with anti-fade medium (Polysciences, Warrington, PA). OCIAD1, SMI-32 or YFP intensity within 50 µM distances around amyloid plaques in Tg mouse brain sections were examined via Image J [@bib0051] while control signals were recorded from an area of same size where no amyloid plaques and SIM-32 intensity change were found.

2.19. Statistical analysis {#sec0021}
--------------------------

For biostatistics analysis, data were collected in a blinded way and normalized with control group and then analyzed using *t*-tests or, for multiple groups, one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post hoc tests, using SPSS11.0 or Excel. Apoptosis in more than 100 primary neurons was examined and analyzed by Chi-Square test. AD gene signatures were sorted by an *R* program and overlapped by Excel. Correlation between OCIAD1 and MMSE was examined via Pearson correlation coefficient. Data were presented as means with standard error and statistically significant level was set as *P* \< 0.05.

3. Results {#sec0022}
==========

3.1. Comparative analysis of brain omics data reveals OCIAD1 as a factor associated with AD neurodegeneration {#sec0023}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Chronic changes in gene expression underlie synapse plasticity and the different vulnerability in brain areas during AD progression \[[@bib0008],[@bib0029],[@bib0030]\]. Synapse damage is an early neurodegenerative marker of AD [@bib0006] that can be replicated in transgenic (Tg) AD mice harboring mutant APP and presenilin (*i.e.* APP/PS1ΔE9 and 5xFAD mice) \[[@bib0024],[@bib0027],[@bib0028]\]. We systematically analyzed those factors associated with neurodegeneration at the early stage of AD, by examining the protein profiles of isolated synaptosomes from phenotype-verified young AD mice (APP/PS1ΔE9 at 3 months and 6--8 months, [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}a). Our proteomics assay (2D-DIGE and MS-MALDI/TOF) revealed that fifty-nine of 2498 spots were associated with disease development in AD mice ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}b) when a mild synaptic loss is shown in the cerebral cortex (Fig. S1a-b).

In parallel, we compared the gene expression profiles between vulnerable brain regions (entorhinal cortex, EC; hippocampus, HIP) and non-vulnerable brain regions (primary visual cortex, VCX) of sporadic AD patients. Five hundred and one genes were specifically associated with brain vulnerability ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}b). After cross-examining our genetic and proteomic findings, three factors were associated with disease development, including the ovary-orientated protein OCIAD1, Actin Related Protein 2/3 Complex Subunit 4 (ARPC4) and NADH:Ubiquinone Oxidoreductase Subunit A1 (NDUFA11). No existing evidence links ARPC4 with neurodegeneration or AD, while the decreased level of NDUFA11 might be a result from reduced number of mitochondria in the synapse of the cerebral cortex of AD mice. Thus, the only upregulated protein, OCIAD1, was then selected for further study (Fig. 1b). The elevated OCIAD1 levels were shown in the synaptosome from young APP/PS1ΔE9 CE mice (Fig. 1c), in the forebrain of 5xFAD mice ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}d), and in the neural cells in the frontal lobe of postmortem AD patients ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}e,f).

In the brain of wild type mouse, OCIAD1-positive cells were found in the layer III-V of cerebral cortex, hippocampus, brain stem and cerebellum (Fig. S1c). In the human brain, OCIAD1 positive cells in cerebral cortex are mainly located in the layer III-V with large body size, likely pyramidal neurons ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}e). In the frontal lobe in AD, OCIAD1 positive non-neuronal cells are increased in white matter (Fig. S1d) while the loss of OCIAD1-(+) cells (47%) seems more severe in comparison to a 30% reduction in the cortex thickness ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}e). Notably, the increased OCIAD1 intensity is correlated with a reduced soma size in this OCIAD1-(+) cells in the frontal lobe of postmortem AD patients ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}f), but this correlation was not shown in the cortex of wild type mouse (Fig. S1e), suggesting an association between OCIAD1 and AD neurodegeneration.

3.2. OCIAD1 is associated with brain vulnerability and under regulation of Aβ/GSK3β signals {#sec0024}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To elucidate the role of OCIAD1 in neurodegeneration in AD, we examined the expression profile of OCIAD1 in the brain of normal subjects using brain microarray data from Oncomine [@bib0032] and in the brain of AD patients using the GEO dataset \[[@bib0029],[@bib0030],[@bib0040]\] ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}a). We found a higher level of OCIAD1 in the vulnerable brain areas of both normal subjects and sporadic AD patients, including the entorhinal cortex, medial temporal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, and hippocampus ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}b, *vs*. normal subjects and VCX). Notably, analysis of the differential gene expression dataset in GEO dataset revealed that increased levels of OCIAD1 in the hippocampus are correlated with disease severity ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}c), supporting that OCIAD1 level may be associated with the brain vulnerability in AD.Fig. 2Brain OCIAD1 level is associated with AD development and under regulation of Aβ/GSK3β/p53 signals. **(a)** Workflow for analysis of OD1(OCIAD1) gene expression in human brain. **(b**-**c)** Higher expression level of OD1 was shown in the vulnerable brain sites in normal human subjects (left, in **b**) and AD patients (right, in **b**) while the increased level of OD1 correlates with severity of AD (**c**). **(d-e)** OD1 regulators were derived from GEO database to build PPI-based connection network (**e**) and generate AD-relevant regulatory network (**f**). (See also [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}). **(g-h)** Elevated APP (**g**) or knockdown GSK-3β (**h**) change OD1 level in cells. APP-staining (red), OD1-staining (green), DAPI-staining (blue). APP mutant (APP-Mt), APP wild type (APP-Wt), wild type (NC), transgenic mice (FAD), knockdown GSK3β via sRNAi (GSK3β RNAi). (See also **Fig. S2a**-**2c**). **(i)** Chemical intervention of Aβ-GSK-3β signal affected levels of β-catenin and OD1 in cultured primary neurons. **(j)** Modulating β-catenin changed the OD1 level in HEK293 cells as shown in GEO data. (**k**) Knockdown (KO), over-expression (OE), knockdown β-catenin via shRNAi (sh-β-catenin). **(l)** Knockdown p53 reduces OD1 level in HEK293. Knockdown p53 via sRNAi (sRNAi). (See also **Fig. S2d**-**2e)**. Data are presented as mean±SEM in (**b--c, g--l**). \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01 *vs*. control in (**b**) (student *t*-test, left panel, *n* = 32; right panel, *n* = 5), in **c** (one-way ANOVA, left panel, *n* = 3; Pearson Correlation Coefficient, right panel, *n* = 30), in **h-l** (student *t*-test*, n* *=* 3 in **h-j, l**, *n* = 6 in **k**),.\**P* \< 0.05 *vs.* wild type in **g** (student *t*-test, *n* = 33 in APPWT, *n* = 45 in APPMt, and *n* = 3 in NC and FAD). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 2

We further examined possible connection between OCIAD1 and AD pathophysiology by analysis of the protein-protein interaction (PPI) network among OCIAD1 regulators under the context of AD ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}d). Twenty regulatory factors of OCIAD1 were found by analysis of the GEO database ([Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}), among which all 9 factors that upregulate OCIAD1 were found to be elevated in AD while the 8 factors that down-regulate OCIAD1 expression were reduced in AD as shown in literature search in the PubMed. Cross-analysis of the PPI networks of OCIAD1 in HIPPIE and the literatures in PubMed revealed that APP, an up-regulatory factor of OCIAD1, and CTNNB1 (β-catenin), a suppressing factor, interact through GSK-3β ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}e,f). In addition, cross-analysis of PPI network also revealed p53 as an upregulatory factor of OCIAD1 ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}e,f)Table 1GEO-derived regulatory factors of OCIAD1.Table 1Regulators in GEOReported change in ADEffects on OD1STAT3, p53, Myb, CD133, CXCL4/PF4, APP, SRF, Homocystein, [d]{.smallcaps}-serineElevatedUpregulationCTNNB1, Notch, CREB, IRS3, IRS4, IRS1, DHT, VitEDecreasedSuppressorEstradiol, HDACs, AgingUncertainUncertain[^1]

Published reports suggest that aberrant Abeta-tau interaction and misregulated p53 are implicated in neurodegeneration in AD [@bib0052], while GSK-3β mediates Abeta-induced tau phosphorylation [@bib0019] and regulates CTNNB1 \[[@bib0053],[@bib0054]\]. We thus tested whether Abeta/GSK3beta/CTNNB1 pathway and p53 signals regulate OCIAD1 *in vitro*. We mimicked hyperamyloidosis in cells by transfecting primary neurons with plasmids encoding human APP (wild type APPwt or mutant APPmt), culturing primary neurons derived from 5xFAD mouse embryos, or treating neuronal cells with synthesized Aβ~1-42~. The OCIAD1 levels were elevated under all these conditions in neuronal cells ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}g, Fig. S2a-b). Knocking down GSK-3β ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}h), application of GSK-3β inhibitor LiCl ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}i) or knocking down CTNNB1 ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}j) in HEK293 cells also changed the OCIAD1 protein levels, which is consistent with the GEO data from other groups ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}k).

In human brain, although OCIAD1 is also expressed in non-neuronal cells in the white matter, OCIAD1 levels were not altered in cultured astrocytes following treatment by the synthesized oligomer Aβ~1-42~ (Fig. S2c), suggesting a limited contribution of astrocytes in the OCIAD1 mis-regulation in AD brain. Beside Abeta/GSK3beta, other AD-relevant pathological events, such as p53 signaling ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}l) and proteostasis imbalance (Fig. S2d), also upregulates the protein level of OCIAD1. Interestingly, OCIAD1 protein is mildly increased in the brain of aged mouse (18 M *vs* 4 M), but its gene expression was decreased in the frontal lobe of aged human (Fig. S2e-f). These results indicate that multiple early pathological signals, such as Aβ/GSK-3β and p53, are involved in OCIAD1 misregulation in AD.

3.3. OCIAD1 mis-regulation contributes neuronal susceptibility through mitochondria-associated neurodegeneration {#sec0025}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine how OCIAD1 contributes to neuronal susceptibility in AD, we predicted the function of OCIAD1 by examining its interaction partners and networks in the bioinformatics databases (GeneDeck V3.08, V3.11, HIPPIE, and STRING) \[[@bib0033],[@bib0034],[@bib0036]\], and by clustering its functional partners via the DAVID program [@bib0035] ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}a). We found that 28.1% of OCIAD1 partners were relevant to mitochondria, 43.1% were implicated in the cell death pathway, and many partners were involved in both ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}b, [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}). Dual immunofluorescence staining against mitochondrial protein marker SOD2 further revealed a certain portion of OCIAD1 (49.5%) was located on the mitochondria (33%) in mouse hippocampal neuronal cells (HT22) ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}c). In human HEK293 cells, 75.4% of OCIAD1 was found on 71.2% DsRed-labeled mitochondria. Interestingly, a higher mitochondrial OCIAD1 level was also shown in AD mouse brains (APP/PS1ΔE9) at early disease stages compared to those from the WT mice ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}d).Fig. 3Integrative neurobiology study reveals a role of OCIAD1 in mitochondria-associated cell death. **(a)** Workflow for predicting OD1 (OCIAD1) function. (**b)** Cell death pathway and mitochondria are predicted as functional targets for OD1. Predicted functional partners of OD1 are indicated as nodes relevant to cell death pathways (blue), to mitochondria (orange), or both (green). (**c-d)** OD1 in the mitochondria was visualized via dual immunofluorescence staining against mitochondrial protein marks (SOD2) or Ds-Red Mito (**c**), and compared between the cerebral cortex of transgenic Tg AD mice (APP/PS1-ΔE9) and wild type mice (WT, **d**) at 4 months. Anti-OD1 (green), anti-SOD2 or DsRed (red). (**e)** Workflow for *in vitro* validation of OD1 function in mitochondria-associated cell death. (**f-h)** OD1 modulation affects cell injury in primary neurons induced by Aβ~1~-~42~ (**f**), in HT22 cells by MG132 (**g**), staurosporine (STR), H~2~O~2~ or glutamate (**h**). Cells infected with control vector encoding GFP only (CON, Mock, pCDH, pSIH), or plasmid encoding OD1 and GFP (OD1 or pCDH-OD1), shRNAi against OD1 (pSIH-OD1). (See also **Fig. S3a-3d**). (**i)** Up-regulation or down-regulation (**j**) of OD1 modulates the intrinsic apoptosis induced by MG-132 in HT22 cells. (**k-l**) Elevating OD1 in HT22 cells facilitates Str-induced apoptosis and release of cytochrome C (Cytc, **k**), SMAC (cyto-SMAC), EndoG (cyto-EndoG), but does not affect Caspase-8 activation (CASP8, **l**). Control vector (Mock), plasmid encoding OD1 (OD1). MG-12 h, MG-132 treatment for 12 hrs; STR treatment for 0 hr (0H), 4 hrs (Str4H**),** 8 hrs (Str8H**)**, or 12 hrs (STR-12H). Data are presented as mean±SEM in (**d-g)** and (**i- l)**(student *t*-test*, n* *=* *3*). \* *P* \< 0.05 *vs.* WT in (**d)** and *vs.*Veh in (**f)** \#*P* \< 0.05, \#\#*P* \< 0.01 *vs.* Con in (**g-h)**; \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01 *vs.* Con in (**i-j)**; \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01 *vs.* Mock (**k**) or 0H (**l**), \#*P* \< 0.05 *vs*. Mock (**l**). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 3Table 2Clustering the predicted OCIAD1 functional partners.Table 2CategoryTermCount%*P*-valueBenjaminiGOTERM_BP_FATregulation of cell death6943.14.50E-421.10E-38GOTERM_CC_FATcytosol6540.61.70E-244.80E-22GOTERM_CC_FATendosome3421.32.90E-224.10E-20GOTERM_CC_FATmitochondrion4528.11.60E-131.50E-11KEGG_PATHWAYAlzheimer\'s disease127.51.90E-035.50E-03

Next, we elevated OCIAD1 level in neuronal cells via gene modulation and examined cell injury following multiple challenges mimicking pathological changes in AD ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}e**)**. Although up-regulating OCIAD1 in neuronal cells did not result in extensive cell death or proliferation suppression, a mild increase in the spontaneous apoptosis and caspase3 activation was shown in primary neuronal cells ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}f) and HT22 cells respectively ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}i). Under cell stress challenge, elevating OCIAD1 expression increased apoptosis in primary neurons challenged by Aβ aggregates ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}f) and cell injury in HT22 cells exposed to MG-132 ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}g), staurosporine (Str), H~2~O~2,~ and glutamate ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}h). Elevated OCIAD1 also caused a decrease in neurite numbers (Fig. S3a-3b), enlarged extracellular space (Fig. S3c), and higher cell death following Str treatment (Fig. S3d).

We then examined whether and which apoptotic pathway involves the cell injury downstream of OCIAD1 activation *in vitro*. As shown by the increased protein levels of c-CAS9/c-CAS3/c-PARP following treatment with MG-132 ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}i, j) or Str ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}K), and by the release of CYTC ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}k), SMAC, and ENDOG to cytoplasm ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}l), we extrapolated that the cell injury facilitated by OCIAD1 involves activation of mitochondria-associated apoptotic pathway, as no significant change was detected in total or cleaved caspase-8 ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}l), the major extrinsic apoptotic factor. These results indicate that elevated OCIAD1 can contribute to neuronal susceptibility in AD by facilitating mitochondria-associated apoptosis.

3.4. OCIAD1 impairs MMP via an interaction with BCL-2 {#sec0026}
-----------------------------------------------------

We performed a series of experiments ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}a) to understand how OCIAD1 facilitates mitochondria-associated cell injury. We detected the mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) in HT22 cells with elevated OCIAD1 level (HT-mOD1) by applying indicator JC-1 dye. We found that the basic MMP was 21% lower in HT-mOD1 cells than controls ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}b**)**. After Str treatment, MMP was reduced by 42% and 51% compared to controls at 2 hrs (31%) and 6 hrs (38%) post-treatment, respectively ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}b, Fig. S4a). We then examined whether OCIAD1 elevation affects MMP depolarization-induced mitochondria-associated apoptosis. As indicated by MTT assays (left, [Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}c) and western blot (right in [Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}c, [Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}d)**,** CCCP, an inducer of MMP depolarization [@bib0055], increased injury, cleaved PARP levels, and CYTC release in HT-OD1 cells, suggesting an upregulated mitochondria-associated apoptotic activity.Fig. 4Upregulation of OCIAD1 impairs MMP via interaction with BCL-2. **(a)** Workflow for mechanistic study of OD1 (OCIAD1) in mitochondria-associated cell death. **(b)** OD1 elevation impairs MMP in HT22 cells before and after Str treatment. Cell transfected with empty vector (Mock), or plasmid encoding mouse OD1 (OD1). (See also **Fig. S4a**). **(c-d)** Effects of elevated OD1 on CCCP-induced cell injury, cleaved PARP **(c)**, and CytC release **(d)** in HT22 cells. **(e)** PPI-based network analysis indicates BCL-2 as a key node linking OD1 to mitochondrial cell death pathway. **(f)** OD1 elevation interrupts the mitochondrial BCL-2/BAX ratio. Empty vector (Mock) or plasmid encoding OD1 (OD1), cytosolic fraction (Cyto), or mitochondrial fraction (Mito). (See also **Fig. S4b-4d**). **(g)** GST-pulldown assays verify BCL-2 as an interactor of OD1. **(h)** Dual luciferase assays show the interaction between BCL-2 and OD1, which disturbs BCL-2/BAX but facilitates BAX/BAX interaction. **(i)***In vitro* incubation of OD1 with different combinations of BCL-2 and BAX in the isolated mitochondria from mouse cerebral cortex aggravates CytC releasing in the presence of CCCP. Data are presented as mean ± SEM in (**b, f, h-i)** (*n* = 3). \* *P* \< 0.05, \*\* *P* \< 0.01 *vs* Veh, \# *P* \< 0.05, \#\# *P* \< 0.05 *vs*. Mock in (**b, f)**; \*\* *P* \< 0.01 *vs*. Mock in (**c-d).** \**P* \< 0.05, \*\* *P* \< 0.01 *vs.* BCL-2 or *vs* BAX/BAX; \#\# *P* \< 0.01 *vs.* BAX/BCL-2 in (**h)**. \* *P* \< 0.05 and \*\* *P* \< 0.01 *vs*. BCL-2/BAX/BSA, \#\# *P* \< 0.01 *vs*. BAX/BSA in (**i)**.Fig. 4

Next, we examined the PPI networks between the functional partners of OCIAD1 ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}b) to rank the key nodes that link MMP integrity and mitochondrial cell death pathways. BCL-2 emerged as such a key partner of OCIAD1 ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}e). In human HEK293 cells, OCIAD1 over-expression *per se* did not change the basal protein levels of BCL-2, BAX ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}f), Casp8 and p53. However, under condition of proteinostasis imbalance, elevated OCIAD1 reduced BCL-2 in the mitochondrial fraction to a greater extent, slightly increased OCIAD1 and BAX in the mitochondria (Fig. S4b-4d), resulting in a higher BAX/BCL-2 ratio ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}f). This suggests OCIAD1 may affect BCL-2 translocation to the mitochondria. To test this, we applied glutathione S-transferase pull down assays to examine 9 potential partners of OCIAD1 (BCL-2, BAX, BCL-XL, BAD, CYTC, SDHB, CAS3/9, CASP8) and 3 others (SMAC, PUMA, and VDAC1). The pull-down assays revealed an interaction between BCL-2 and OCIAD1 ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}g).

We then tested whether OCIAD1/BCL-2 interaction has functional meaning on BCL-2/BAX and BAX/BAX complex formation, which are crucial for maintenance of MMP in cells. By using a luciferase-based mammalian two-hybrid system, we introduced different interaction partners (BAX/BCL-2, OCIAD1/BCL-2, or BAX/BAX) in HEK293 cells and recorded an increased luciferase activity in BAX/BCL-2 group and OCIAD1/BCL-2 group, compared to control that was introduced with either BCL-2 or OCIAD1 alone ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}h). When OCIAD1 was introduced together with BAX/BCL-2 or BAX/BAX, the luciferase activity declined strikingly in BAX/BCL-2 group (5.5 *vs.* 2.0), but increased in BAX/BAX group (1.2 *vs.* 2.5), compared to control cells that were transfected with BAX/OCIAD1 ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}h), suggesting the interaction between OCIAD1-BCL-2 interferes with the dynamic relationships between BCL-2/BAX and BAX/BAX in cells.

We further evaluated the effects of OCIAD1-BCL-2 interaction on mitochondria-associated apoptosis. We isolated mitochondria from the cerebral cortex of wild type mice, incubated with a combination of proteins (OCIAD1, BCL-2, and BAX) and examined the CYTC release from the isolated mitochondria *in vitro* in the presence of CCCP. We found that OCIAD1 alone reduced mitochondrial CYTC level and antagonized the preserving effects of BCL-2 on BAX-induced mitochondrial CYTC reduction ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}i), suggesting OCIAD1-BCL-2 interaction can facilitate the CYTC release from mitochondria.

3.5. Elevated OCIAD1 mediates the long-term impact of Aβ on cell vulnerability and synaptic caspase-3 activation {#sec0027}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether mis-regulated OCIAD1 at early disease stages has a long-term impact on Abeta-related cell vulnerability [@bib0010], we pretreated HT22 cells with the synthesized oligomer Aβ~1-42~ at a nontoxic level (1 μM, 10 hrs) and examined whether OCIAD1 increases cell susceptibility to later stressors. MTT assays showed that cells pretreated with Aβ~1-42~ at this dosage followed by exposure to MG-132, STR, or CCCP had lower cell viability ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}a) and higher caspase-3 activation ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}b) than controls. Knockdown of OCIAD1 levels with siRNA ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}b,c) mitigated the aggravating effects of Aβ~1-42~ pretreatment on both cell injury ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}a) and caspase-3 activation ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}b).Fig. 5OCIAD1 mediates the long-term effects of Aβ aggregates on neurodegeneration in Alzheimer\'s disease by facilitating cell injury and neurite dysfunction.**(a**--**c**) Pretreatment with a sub-lethal level of Aβ (1 μM, 10 hrs, preAβ) aggravated the cell injury induced by sequential stressors (**a**, MG-132, STR or CCCP), and facilitated caspase-3 activation induced by Str (**b**). Knockdown OD1 (**c**, siOD1) alleviated cell injury and caspase-3 activation in HT22 cells (**b**). \*\**P* \< 0.01 *vs*. normal control (siCON), \#*P* \< 0.05 and \#\#*P* \< 0.01 *vs*. experimental control (siCON-preAβ). (**d**) CCCP-induced CYTC releasing and caspase-3 activation in isolated mitochondria or synaptosome from the cerebral cortex of Tg AD mice (APP-PS1-ΔE9) in the presence of OD1.\**P* \< 0.05 and \*\**P* \< 0.01 *vs*. control treated with bovine serum albumin (BSA). β-tubulin (β-tub). (**e**-**m**) OD1 signal (red), YFP-labeled neuron and neurite (yellow) and neurite density (SMI-32, magenta) were shown in the area adjacent to amyloid plaque (X04, blue) in brain sections of the 5xFAD:YFP mice (5 M). Less neurite density, higher OD1 signal and ratio of OD1-postive dystrophic neurite was indicated by arrows in the circle with dashed line. OD1: OCIAD1, DNT: dystrophic neurite. \*\**P* \< 0.01 *vs*. control X04- (area with no amyloid plaque and neurite loss). (**n**) A schematic summary of the mechanistic role of OD1 in mitochondria-associated neurodegeneration in AD. Early stage pathological changes (ie. Aβ aggregates) elevate OD1 through multiple pathways, including GSK3β. Upregulated OD1 leads to mitochondrial dysfunction through binding BCL-2, disturbing BCL-2/BAX interaction and impairing MMP (ΔΨm). In the presence of late stage cell injury stress, susceptible mitochondria release apoptotic factors to initiate cell death or activate caspase-3 causing non-apoptotic synaptic changes.Fig. 5

As caspase 3 activation has a role in toxic Abeta-induced synapse damage [@bib0018], we next tested whether OCIAD1 is involved in this pathological event in the context of AD. By *in vitro* incubation of mitochondria and synaptosomes isolated from transgenic AD mice (APP-PS1-ΔE9) with CCCP, we found that OCIAD1 facilitated CYTC release and caspase-3 activation ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}d), indicating that elevated OCIAD1 by early pathological changes in AD increases cell susceptibility and plays a role in synapse damage.

We further investigated the possible role of OCIAD1 in synaptic toxicity under conditions of hyperamyloidosis *in vivo*. The OCIAD1 level ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}e), dystrophic neurite ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}f), and neurite density ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}g) were examined in brain sections of the 5xFAD:YFP mice. We found that the decreased neurite density ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}g, i) correlated to the increased OCIAD1 signal ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}e, j, k) in the area adjacent to X04-labeled amyloid plaque. In this area, the increased ratio of OCIAD1-postive dystrophic neurite ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}f, l) correlated to the decreased SMI-32 signals ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}h, m), supporting a role of OCIAD1 in synapse damage.

The mechanistic role of OCIAD1 in mitochondrial dysfunction and progressive neurodegeneration in AD is summarized in [Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}n.

4. Discussion {#sec0028}
=============

In this study, we integrated bioinformatics and biological methods to examine neurodegeneration-associated factors in Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) systematically and comparatively at two different disease stages (early and late) on two biological entities (mouse and human). We identified an ovarian-orientated protein OCIAD1 as a novel factor that is up-regulated by early disease signal Aβ/GSK3β and contributes to neurodegeneration in AD via mitochondrial dysfunction and synapse damage. These findings indicate a new possibility that OCIAD1 misregulation mediates the brain vulnerability and progressive neurodgeneration imprinted by amyloidogenesis at early disease stage, and help us understand the complex interplay among amyloid β, tau aggregates, mitochondria dysfunction, and neurodegeneration during the course of AD.

A key finding of this study is that we discovered a novel pathological role of OCIAD1 in the central nervous system through its contribution to neurodegeneration in AD. OCIAD1 was originally identified in the human ovary but is expressed ubiquitously [@bib0056], [@bib0057], [@bib0058]. In Drosophila, OCIAD1 has a vital role in regulating endocytosis and notch signaling [@bib0059], [@bib0060], two processes relevant to gamma secretase activity. OCIAD1 was found in the synapse and in the brain with relatively high expression levels \[[@bib0056],[@bib0061],[@bib0062]\]. Changed OCIAD1 was found in the lipid raft in AD mouse model [@bib0063] while an OCIAD family member was associated with APP metabolism via activation of gamma secretase [@bib0064]. The relationship between OCIAD1 and neurodegeneration is supported by several lines of evidence. For example, in the cerebral cortex, OCIAD1 is majorly found in neurons of large body size (likely the vulnerable pyramidal neurons) in layers III-V. This protein is up-regulated in neuronal cells in the afflicted brain of both Tg AD mice and sporadic AD patients. Higher levels of OCIAD1 are correlated with the shrunken soma size of neurons in the vulnerable brain site and disease severity in late stage of AD, as shown by gene signature analysis and immunohistochemical staining, respectively. In addition, different OCIAD1 levels in the brain of 5xFAD Tg mice and APP/PS1ΔE9 Tg mice match the phenotype difference between these two AD mouse strains, where 5xFAD mice show more striking neuronal loss [@bib0028] while APP/PS1ΔE9 mice only a mild synapse loss [@bib0027]. Moreover, protein levels of OCIAD1 are increased in the synapse and the dystrophic neurites in young AD mice, while elevation of OCIAD1 reduces neurite numbers in cells and activates caspase-3 in isolated synaptosome from AD mice when synapse damage occurs. Considering OCIAD1 is up-regulated by multiple early pathological changes (*i.e.*, Aβ/GSK3β signal, p53), and CYTC/caspase-3 activation in the synapse has a non-apoptotic role in synapse damage [@bib0065], our findings indicate that OCIAD1 contributes to neurodegeneration in the early stage of disease in two ways: (i) it mediates synapse damage, and (ii) it imprints neuronal cells more vulnerable to subsequent AD-relevant pathophysiological challenges.

Another highlight of this study is that we reported that mis-regulated OCIAD1 leads to mitochondria dysfunction and facilitates mitochondria-associated apoptosis. Mitochondrial dysfunction has been known as a common pathogenic factor for various neurodegenerative diseases \[[@bib0013],[@bib0014]\]. In AD, mitochondrial dysfunction, reduced BCL-2, up-regulated BAX, and CYTC release have been recorded \[[@bib0013],[@bib0014],[@bib0065],[@bib0066]\]. In addition, a reduced basal MMP was found in cortical cells from AD mice [@bib0067]. Toxic Aβ accumulation, impaired MMP, increased BAX/BCL-2 ratio, cytochrome c release, and activation of CAS-9/-3 were also reported in a rat AD model [@bib0068]. Under conditions of hyperamyloidosis, many changes are linked to mitochondrial dysfunction, including mis-translocation of certain proteins to the mitochondrial membrane (ie., BAX, BCL-2, and mortalin) [@bib0065], [@bib0068], [@bib0069], aberrant interaction with appoptosin [@bib0018], p-tau [@bib0070], or LPPRC1 [@bib0071], and impaired mitochondria dynamics via Aβ/GSK-3β or p53 \[[@bib0052],[@bib0072]\]. We demonstrate that OCIAD1 is located in the mitochondria and interacts with BCL-2, which was first reported by us in SFN2014 and subsequently supported by the Human Protein Atlas database (ENSG00000109180). Similar to our finding, Shetty et al. reported that OCIAD1 regulates mitochondrial function in human stem cells [@bib0073]. More recently, OCIAD1 was found in the mitochondria of mouse hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) and has a role in spontaneous apoptosis of this type of cells [@bib0074]. Therefore, our findings are consistent with the current scientific literature and match findings on mitochondrial dysfunction in AD.

Furthermore, we demonstrated a role of OCIAD1 mis-regulation in MMP impairment and the sequential release of apoptotic factors under pathological conditions of AD. These pathological changes in mitochondria result from aberrant OCIAD1-BCL2 interaction. They are not likely from the p53 pathway, because p53 levels did not change significantly following OCIAD1 over-expression in mouse HT22 neuronal cells and HEK293 cells. We found that down-regulation of p53 reduces OCIAD1 expression level, in contrast to the report that OCIAD1 regulates p53 in mouse HSC [@bib0074], suggesting that interplay between OCIAD1 and p53 may be different in stem cell and non-stem cells.

Our findings raised a possibility that OCIAD1 may mediate the pathological interactions at early disease stage among amyloid β, p-tau pathology, and neurodegeneration. The supportive evidence includes that OCIAD1 is under regulation of multiple AD-relevant pathological events \[[@bib0015],[@bib0016]\], particularly early disease signal d‑serine [@bib0075] and Aβ/GSK-3β signals which trigger tau pathology in AD \[[@bib0019],[@bib0021],[@bib0053],[@bib0054]\]. It is known that co-existence of amyloidosis and tau pathology is crucial for disease development in AD while Aβ-driven p-Tau cascade plays a role in neurodegeneration \[[@bib0012],[@bib0019],[@bib0025]\]. However, the distribution pattern of senile plaques does not match with either tau tangles or neurodegeneration \[[@bib0007],[@bib0011],[@bib0021],[@bib0023]\]. Also, reducing p-Tau signal in mice bearing both human APP mutant and tau mutant did not attenuate the toxic Aβ-initiated neurodegeneration, although the tauopathy was alleviated in mice bearing human tau mutants only \[[@bib0017],[@bib0025]\]. More recently, Abeta-induced vulnerability in the brain\'s default mode network is associated with an interaction between local Abeta aggregation and hypometabolism, but independent of tauopathy [@bib0010]. Similarly, we did not find a correlation between OCIAD1 level and either NFT pathological score or amyloid plaque distribution in postmortem brain section of AD patients, although an elevated level of OCIAD1 was found in the area near senile plaques in the brain of young AD Tg mice, as shown by our immunohistochemical staining. One possible explanation for this discrepancy is that OCIAD1 is upregulated in neuronal cells by the early local toxic Aβ signal, gradually causing these cells\' demise during disease progression before, or independent of, formation of mature senile plaques and tau tangles. Indeed, besides Abeta/GSK3beta signals, we found multiple Abeta-relevant pathological events, such as UPS dysfunction and lysosome impairment, upregulates OCIAD1 at protein level. Further investigation on the interaction among GSK3beta\\tau\\OCIAD1, and its other regulators (*e.g.*, β-catenin, p53) in cell models, or postmortem brain of AD patients at different disease stages would help determine whether Aβ-GSK3-OCIAD1 axis exists *in vivo* and its relationship to tauopathy under pathological context of AD.

The lower OCIAD1 level in the frontal lobe of AD patients is not a surprise as it is consistent with other reports [@bib0076]. Although the mechanism of lower OCIAD1 in the frontal lobe is unknown, poor correlation between mRNA level and protein product of a gene has been well reported [@bib0077]. There are several possible explanations for the discrepancy between OCIAD1 levels in the frontal lobe and other vulnerable brain regions in AD. First, the regulatory network for OCIAD1 gene expression may be different among the brain regions afflicted by normal aging or AD pathogens. For example, it has been known that aging is a key factor afflicting the frontal lobe in normal subjects while tauopathy and hyperamyloidosis affect other AD brain regions [@bib0029]. Indeed, we found OCIAD1 gene expression was suppressed in the frontal lobe of normal subjects. Second, the aged healthy controls in the dataset are at Barak stage I-II while AD patients are majorly at Barak stage V-VI when cells with higher OCIAD1 levels have already demised significantly. Indeed, we found a significant decrease in OCIAD1-(+) cells in the medial frontal cortex. Another explanation may be the biased sampling, as pyramidal neurons were dissected from the AD brain based on the cell size. We found that cells with large soma contain less OCIAD1 during neurodegeneration. A future investigation on the profiles of OCIAD1 regulatory factors among these brain sites, or a temporal examination on the protein level of OCIAD1 among these different brain sites during disease progression, may help to find whether OCIAD1 has a different role in normal aging and AD.

5. Conclusions {#sec0029}
==============

We systematically examined neurodegeneration-relevant factors in the vulnerable brain regions of patients of sporadic Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) and transgenic mouse models. In this study, both bioinformatics methods and neurobiological tools were integrated to assess and validate the functional role of the newly-identified factor OCIAD1 in AD pathogenesis. OCIAD1 is under regulation of multiple AD-relevant pathological changes, including Aβ/GSK3β signaling. Elevated OCIAD1 at early disease stage contributes to mitochondria dysfunction, neuronal vulnerability, and synaptic damage in AD. The significance of this study is that it reveals a new role of OCIAD1 in neurodegeneration and helps better understand the pathophysiological relationship between brain vulnerability and hyperamyloidosis in AD. This methodology also has the potential to help identify therapeutic targets for other neurodegenerative diseases.
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[^1]: Note: Upregulators: STAT3, signal transducer and activator of transcription3; p53, tumor protein p53; Myb, v-myb avian myeloblastosis viral oncogene homolog; CD133, prominin 1; CXCL4/PF4,C-X-C motif chemokine 4; APP, amyloid protein precursor; and SRF, serum response factor. Downregulators: CTNNB1, β-catenin; CREB, cAMP responsive element binding protein; IRS1/3/4, insulin receptor substrate 1; and DHT, dihydrotestosterone. Uncertain: HDACs, Histone deacetylases.
